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DCMC Platform



1. DCMC Platform 

Wallet with 
Insurance Feature

Decentralized
Exchange(DEX)

Asset Transfer
Protocol



To put the decentralized society into practice.

The DCMC DEX (Decentralized Exchange) distributes

�
of its profit to DCMC holders.
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To provide DCMC holders some of the biggest benefits of blockchain technology

including DLT (distributed ledger technology) and P2P autonomous network in their everyday lives, 

we came up with the solution of developing the DCMC DEX that the society appreciates, 

sharing its profit with all the participants.

     1. To develop the DEX that DCMC holders appreciate

     2. To provide user support by all DCMC holders

     3. To establish the truly decentralized society with all DCMC holders

These three are fundamental policies of DCMC.

By combining these three, 

we keep developing the legitimate DEX that users genuinely appreciate.





2. DCMC Wallet’s Vision

DCMC Wallet creates the final form of ‘wallet’ which helps manage assets in a way that is 100% secure. 

DCMC Wallet aims to be

‘THE MOST CONVENIENT AND SECURE WALLET IN THE WORLD. ’

DCMC Wallet makes continuous updates on its features.

Wallet with Insurance Features

Joint Ownership of Wallet

Decentralized Exchange
(DEX)

Asset Transfer Protocol

Use of DCMC Tokens

Original Token Issuance



DCMC as the Bridge Token across Multiple Chains

Currently, there are numbers of existing blockchains, and each chain has a key currency. However, transferring assets across multiple blockchains is very
uneconomical and time-consuming. 
There are also some tokens that cannot be even moved to another chain.

To solve this problem, 
DCMC will issue tokens on all major blockchains which allows users to swap their tokens in a quick and cost-efficient manner within DCMC wallets.

By providing token transfer capabilities, DCMC will become one of the main currencies across all major blockchains.



Features of DCMC Wallet



1.Insurance

User

No Access Insurance Premium
Income

Insurance

DCMC Wallet is a DEX,  insured wallet.
When you are unable to access your
wallet in a situation like forgetting or
losing your password, the insurance will
cover this situation. And all your assets
will be returned to you.

In most cases, when managing or storing
your assets in a general digital wallet, asset
management is 100% on your own
responsibility. In case of being unable to
access your wallet for any reason, there is
always a risk that their assets will Not be
returned.
DCMC Wallet enables you to avoid this risk
and ensures that your assets are safely
protected in the wallet.

DCMC
Wallet



2. Joint Ownership
In many cases, a digital wallet can be accessed by anyone if the ID and password are known.

If a corporate body manages cryptocurrency assets, one person’ s decision can allow transitions of assets in general
digital wallets and exchange accounts, which carries various risks.

In DCMC Wallet, there is an option to have joint ownership in a single account. In this setting, to withdraw your assets,
it requires to get verified from all approved users you assigned.

Corporate Body / 
Individual Main User

Verify

Verify

If verification from all 
approved users cannot beattained, 

access and operation will
not be possible

Approved User

Approved User

Approved User

Verify

DCMC
Wallet



3. Seamless Transition of Assets

Wallet owners can set up their wallet with specified conditions. 
For example, when something unexpected happens to the wallet owner, multiple approved users, such as family members, 
loved ones or colleagues, can access the wallet on behalf of the main owner.

Assined when
registering

Allocate Assets Distribution Ratios

Assined when
registering

Main User

2nd Priority User1st Priority User 3rd Priority User

DCMC
Wallet





3. Token User Cases

Transferring assets from DCMC Wallet

Paying for the insurance fees

User Exchange

User

DCMC
Wallet

DCMC
Insurance Fees



Insurance Premium
Income

4. Business Model

Transaction Fees
within DEX

Transaction Fees
When Trasferring 

Funds between
Wallets





5.DCMC Token Details
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Token Name

Symbol

Platform

Total DCMC Token Supply

Contract address

Coin Logo



EXCHANGE

Uniswap V2
 ETH / DCMC
 https://v2.info.uniswap.org/pair/0x6d051fe6f3f53dce2981757b480c468c22e91983

Uniswap V3
 ETH / DCMC
 https://info.uniswap.org/#/pools/0x51607403450d8251086d982ec8b686d291600cdb

 USDC / DCMC
 https://info.uniswap.org/#/pools/0x5eb129f8e99f47e732e64a882b8c3e18a4db39a5

Sushiswap
 https://analytics.sushi.com/tokens/0xd85301d4ab345b901a0ef369f69f7e6ff06b97a3





Sales
30%

Allocation to
Insurance Pool

50%

Community・
Marketing

20%

6. Token Distribution



DCMC Wallet
Development Costs

40%
DCMC Wallet

Promotional Costs
50%

DCMC Wallet
Judicial Affairs and
Maintenance Costs

10%

7. Allocation of Funds



8.Mandatory Requirements regarding Insurance

Mandatory Requirements regarding Insurance

1. Twitter, Telegram and Facebook accounts are necessary when creating a DCMC Wallet account.
    A direct message from all account must be sent to verify your identity when applying the DCMC
    Wallet insurance coverage.

2. Image verification is required. Please upload an image when you create a DCMC Wallet account.
    The same image must be uploaded each time you apply for the DCMC Wallet insurance coverage.



9. Insurance Fees

30USDT worth DCMC/ month

80USDT worth DCMC/ month

180USDT worth DCMC/ month

Assets Under $100,000

Assets Under $500,000

Assets Under $1,000,000





10. Disclaimer

1. When purchasing DCMC, please consider risks and disadvantages carefully.

    DCMC Wallet disclaims all responsibility for any indirect loss, unexpected loss, derivative loss, any illegal action or any type of loss caused by the fact that users, on their own will, trust and understand

    all information in the DCMC Wallet whitepaper.

2. Only when DCMC tokens are stored in DCMC Wallet, the remaining funds will be insured in case of situations like losing or forgetting the password.

    However, if DCMC tokens are stored in other wallets, our company will NOT take any form of responsibility.

3. All DCMC purchases are confirmed at the time of purchase, so please keep in mind that NO REFUNDS WILL BE ISSUED.

4. DCMC Wallet will attempt its best to launch new services as published on the roadmap; however, there are circumstances in which official releases may be delayed.

5. DCMC Wallet will attempt its best to be listed on major exchanges; however, there is a possibility that this will not be possible. 

1. You acknowledge and agree that all DCMC purchases are confirmed at the time of purchase and that NO REFUNDS WILL BE ISSUED.

2. You acknowledge and agree that there is a chance for the value of DCMC to drastically change just like other cryptocurrencies.

3. You acknowledge and agree that owning DCMC does not give any DCMC token holder any kind of right or authorization regarding the company management.

4. You acknowledge and agree that this does not equate to any valuable stock certificates or papers of any type in any jurisdictions.

5. All DCMC token holders must be non resident of Japan.

6. You acknowledge and agree that purchasing DCMC tokens means that you have read the entire or partial whitepaper and understood and agreed to the conditions and contents above. 

DCMC Wallet has the right to make changes, edit, add and partially delete information in the whitepaper, website or any trading conditions using our discretion. By completing the DCMC purchase, 

it will be considered that the buyer of DCMC agrees to and understands all.

Disclaimer

DCMC Token Holder's Manifestation and Understanding

Whitepaper, Token Sale Information Updates


